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TIME TITLE DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFO
08:00 

10'
Technical preparations welcoming participants

08:10 
5'

Introduction Introduction of the moderator and a guest

Wake up introduction

Introduction of the workshop's theme

08:15 
10'

Basic information about
the EU

What is the European Union and its symbols?

Aims of the EU - mentimeter activity

EU values

08:25 
20'

Historie of the EU and
why was the EU created?

Beginnings of the EU - how it all started

After the WWII situation

Situation in 50s in the 20th century

Goings-on in 60s and 70s in the 20th century

90s and the EMU, the emergence of the EU

08:45 
15'

EU today Free Trade Area

Opportunities, that EU offers + discussion

Which opportunities are interesting for you and what 
kind of opportunities would you add? 

09:00 
20'

Activity - my future life in
the EU

If I could be a citizen of every member country and get to 
know its culture, which one would I choose?

Discussion and gathering ideas, why participants chose 
the certain country?

Chtěla bych být Němkou, Řekyní, Italkou...

09:20 
10'

Ending the workshop Evaluation, answering last questions

09:30 

TOTAL LENGTH: 01:30
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Chtěla bych být Němkou, Řekyní, Italkou...

Evaluation, answering last questions

08:00 
10'

Technical preparations

08:10 
5'

Introduction

08:15 
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Ending the workshop
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